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Abstract. Overhead distribution line is easy to suffer lightning trip upon strong thunderstorm due to 
its low design insulation level, which will reduce reliability of power distribution system. 
Considering the random annual changes of thunderstorm characteristic parameters, a long-term 
reliability model of overhead distribution line against thunderstorm disaster was established for 
strong thunderstorm regions based on the probability distribution model of thunderstorm 
characteristic parameters. This model takes insulator type and installation interval of arrester as the 
decision variables and views the cost of power distribution network in the whole life cycle as the 
objective function. The optimal thunderstorm-resistance planning of overhead distribution line was 
solved by using the genetic algorithm. The established model was used to make a 
thunderstorm-resistance planning of the RBTS-BUS2 system. Results showed that based on this 
model, grid planners could comprehend lightning strike risk level of the power distribution network 
according to intensity of regional thunderstorm characteristic parameters, and could make reliable 
and economical planning scheme of insulator type and arrester interval. 

1. Introduction 
Overhead distribution line exposed in the natural environment is characteristic of enormous 

quantity and large-scale coverage, which makes it vulnerable. The power distribution network often 
will be destroyed in severe weather. Lighting protection design methods of power distribution 
network mainly include: ①  improve thunderstorm tolerance and insulation characteristic of 
distribution line; ② install arc-guiding and arc-extinguishing devices; ③ build overhead ground 
wire or install arrester; ④ lower ground resistance. Such constant value design[1] is easy to operate, 
but couldn’t reflect reliability and economical efficiency of the design comprehensively. 

Reference [2] studied the disaster-resistance model of grid planning and put forward a 
disaster-resistance grid planning design considering typical natural disasters. It established a 
high-efficiency mathematical model of disaster-resistance grid planning by introducing in nonlinear 
method of separated inequality constraint and embedded N-1 constraint elimination model, thus 
realizing the refining decision-making on investment for disaster resistance of power grid. 
Reference [1] made a statistical analysis on effect of wind disaster, lightning disaster and flood 
damages on safe operation of the medium voltage distribution network in Maoming where has 
severe weather conditions. It proposed not only a medium voltage distribution network planning 
method considering wind disaster, lightning disaster and flood damages, but also investment 
programs for different disaster-resistance grid planning. Reference [3] proposed different grid 
planning methods against lightning fault by analyzing thunder intensity, environmental factors and 
characteristics of power distribution network state. Reference [4] pointed out that grid planning 
considering disastrous weather must quantify reliability indexes and view fault losses caused by 
severe weather as one of the objective functions. With consideration to effect of region 
characteristics on various index weights, Reference [5] enlisted risk indicator of line fault caused by 
severe weather into the comprehensive evaluation system and proposed the grid planning that 
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involves characteristics of the study area and resistance to severe weather. Combining with wind 
disaster in Guangdong Province, Reference [6] estimated engineering cost considering effect of 
wind disaster and proposed different medium voltage distribution network design programs with 
high wind and disaster tolerances. 

Based on above literature review, existing researches on disaster resistance of power distribution 
network mainly focus on wind disaster and ice disaster. Few researches on thunderstorm-resistance 
planning of overhead distribution line have been reported yet. However, medium voltage 
distribution network has “congenitally deficient” thunder resistance and low design insulation level, 
thus difficult to withstand direct lightning and inductive thunder. Therefore, it is urgent to study the 
thunderstorm-resistance planning of overhead distribution line. Secondly, existing researches 
mainly concentrated on disaster-resistance frame structure of electrical power system, but didn’t 
involve selection of overhead distribution line element. They are difficult to apply grid planning 
method into engineering practice. 

Therefore, to achieve thunderstorm resistance of overhead distribution line that considering 
optimal resource allocation, economical efficiency and reliability, this paper attached high attentions 
on the optimal insulator type selection and the optimal planning of arrester interval for overhead 
distribution line. 

In this paper, the probability distribution model of thunderstorm characteristic parameters was 
established with non-parameter kernel density estimation method. Based on this model, a reliable 
and economical thunderstorm-resistance planning model of overhead distribution line was proposed. 
In this planning model, full life cycle cost of power distribution network including investment cost, 
operating maintenance cost and outage cost is the objective function, and insulator type and arrester 
interval are decision variables. This planning model was solved by the genetic algorithm to select 
the optimal insulator type and plan the optimal arrester interval for overhead distribution line in 
regions with strong thunderstorm.  

2. Reliability modeling of overhead distribution line 
2.1 Random probability distribution modeling of annual thunderstorm characteristic 

parameters. 
Annual thunderstorm characteristic parameters mainly include lightning days and lightning 

current amplitude. The service cycle of overhead distribution line lasts decades of years. The 
overhead distribution line shall be designed strong enough to resist different-intensity of 
thunderstorms in the service cycle. Therefore, a probability model of historical thunderstorm 
parameters shall be established during grid planning design. 

(1) Probability model of lightning days 
Lightning days[7] refer to days having thunder and lightning in one year. It doesn’t obey any 

specific distribution and could only establish a model through non-parameter estimation methods. 
Among so many non-parameter estimation methods, empirical distribution function (EDF) is a very 
important one and has been widely used in statistics and engineering field[9]. It gets one 
approximation of practical distribution function through frequency-based probability estimation of 
samples. Therefore, this paper used EDF to establish the probability distribution model of lightning 
days. 

Suppose X={X1,X2,X3,…Xn} is a group of sample data of historical lightning days. If probability 
of occurrence of each sample is 1/n, the empirical distribution probability density function of 
lightning days could be expressed as[17]: 
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where Xi is sample size of lightning days and S(Xi≤x) is an indicator function. 
(2) Probability model of lightning current amplitude 
lightning current refers to current that flow into the ground through the stroke objects by direct 

lightning. lightning current amplitude is a random variable and is closely related with natural 
conditions as well as meteorological conditions. Its probability distribution can only be estimated 
accurately from abundant measured data. Currently, the probability distribution model of lightning 
stroke circuit in common regions which is recommended by Chinese regulations[7] is:  

8810)(
I
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−

=                                                                 (3) 
where I is lightning current amplitude (unit: kA). 

2.2 Modeling for lightning trip of overhead distribution line 
The striking distance model of medium voltage overhead distribution line without overhead 

ground wire protection[10] (or called as the electric geometry model, EGM) is shown in Fig.1. 
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Fig.1 The electrical geometry model of power distribution lines without overhead ground wire 
In Fig.1, arc CAB is the exposure arc of wires; arc BD is the exposure arc of the earth; Rd is the 

striking distance to the wires; Re is striking distance to the ground; θ is inclination of the ground. 
Rd is related with both lightning current amplitude and wire height. Its calculation formula 

proposed by Eirksson is: 
0.6 0.740.67dR h I=                                                               (4) 

where Rd is striking distance to wires (unit: m) and h is the mean height of wires (unit: m). 
The calculation method of Re recommended by the IEEE working team is: 

(0.168ln(43 ) 0.36))e dR h R= − + ×                                                   (5) 
The lightning current when the wire height is equivalent to the height of intersection of Rd and 

Re (point B) is the critical lightning current I0: 
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The unilateral lightning attraction scope of overhead distribution line (D) recommended by 
China’s electric power industry is calculated through: 
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where xk is the x-coordinate value of point B (unit: m) and p(I) is the probability density function 
of lightning current amplitude: 
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The trip-out rates of overhead distribution line caused by direct lightning and inductive thunder 
are expressed as equation (9) and (10), respectively. 
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where Ng (/km2 per year) is the cloud-to-ground lightning, b (m) is the projection width of the 
top wire on the ground, Ie is lightning withstand level[7], s is the distance from the striking point to 
the circuit, and η is the arc over rate. According to criteria of China’s power industry, arc over rate 
of the over voltage protection and insulation coordination (DLT520-1997) in the AC electric 
installation could be expressed as: 

0.75 2(4.5 14) 10Eη −= − ×                                                          (11) 
where E (kV/m) is the mean running voltage gradient of insulator string. 
Combining equation (9) and (10), the lightning trip-out rate of overhead distribution line is: 

idl TRTRTR +=                                                           (12) 
2.3 Modeling for lightning trip-out rate of overhead distribution line 

Most insulation flashover failures of overhead distribution line caused by lightning stroke are 
instantaneous ones which could be cleared by the automatic circuit recloser[11]. Neglecting sensitive 
load voltage sag caused by the automatic circuit recloser, these failures generally won’t cause power 
cut to users. However, some failures couldn’t be cleared by the automatic circuit recloser and may 
cause forced outage of circuit. These are called as permanent faults. Reference [12] pointed out that 
the occurrence rate of permanent circuit fault under thunderstorm weather is approximately 
equivalent to failure rate of overhead distribution line. 

To simplify analysis, this paper assumed that the forced outage proportionality coefficient of 
lightning stroke α=0.195. It is important to note that α may be different in different regions. It could 
be calculated through local historical forced outage statistics caused by lightning stroke. 

According to equation (9), the failure rate (λlighting) of overhead distribution line under xi and Ij 
is: 

),(),( jiljilighting IxTRIx ×= αl                                                  (13) 
Therefore, the comprehensive mean failure rate of lightning-induced fault and normal fault 

mentioned in Reference [13] could be calculated from: 

( )lightning normal
l n lightning normal normal

year year

T T
T T

l l l l+ = + +                                           (14) 

where Tlightning, Tnormal and Tyear are lightning time, normal time and total time of the overhead 
distribution line; λl+n, λlightning and λnormal are the comprehensive failure rate, lightning-induced 
failure rate and failure rate under normal weather of the overhead distribution line. 

MTTR of overhead distribution line under thunderstorm weather is calculated as: 
lightning normal

l n lightning normal
year year

T Tr r r
T T+ = +                                                   (15) 

where rl+n, rlightning and rnormal are MTTR of overhead distribution line, MTTR under 
thunderstorm weather and MTTR of normal faults. 

3. Distribution network planning model considering thunderstorm disaster 
3.1 Decision variables 

Traditional distribution network planning model adopts same thunder protection measures to 
lines in the same region, but doesn’t consider effect of ground angle of pole of overhead distribution 
line on lightning fault of the distribution network. To improve efficiency of distribution network 
planning, different thunder protection measures shall be applied to different-oriented distribution 
lines in the same region. 

Insulator is the favorite insulation material in overhead distribution line structure. Different types 
of insulator has different insulation intensities. It can be known from equation (9) and (10) that 
increasing 50% discharge voltage could reduce the direct lightning flashover probability of lines 
significantly. Therefore, this paper took the insulator distribution mode with the highest reliability 
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and economical efficiency as one of the decision variables of the proposed planning model. 
Generally, arrester in the power network is used to protect transformer and voltage regulator. It 

controls voltage of the protected distribution equipments within a certain range by guiding lightning 
current into the ground, thus protecting the equipments insulated. In countries around the whole 
world, arrester is widely used in overhead distribution line to improve thunderstorm 
tolerance[14][15][16]. In Japan, there are abundant researches on arrester installation method and 
arrester is widely applied, which reduces lightning accidents of lines greatly. 

Table 1 shows lightning protection effect of different arrester installation intervals provided in 
Reference [14]. 

Tab.1 Comparison of lightning protection effect under different installation intervals of arrester 

Installation interval of arrester 
Reduction of direct 
lightning trip-out 

rate 

Reduction of inductive 
lightning trip-out rate 

1 0% 100% 
2 0% 96% 
3 0% 95% 
4 0% 70% 
5 0% 58% 
6 0% 47% 

No arrester 0% 0% 
It can be seen from Table 1 that installation of arrester could lower inductive lightning trip-out 

rate significantly. According to operating experiences, arrester could protect overhead distribution 
line from lightning flashover fault completely. However, it is invalid to reduce circuit fault caused 
by direct lightning. Moreover, shortening installation interval of arrester could reduce inductive 
lightning trip-out rate of overhead distribution line greatly. Therefore, this paper took the 
installation interval of arrester with the highest reliability and economical efficiency as one of the 
decision variables of the proposed planning model. 
3.2 Objective function and constraints 

Thunderstorm-resistance planning of overhead distribution line will surely increase the 
construction cost and investment, but lightning failures will be decreased, which will reduce outage 
cost accordingly. Therefore, the proposed planning model took the minimum life cycle cost of 
power distribution network (f) which includes investment cost (f1), operating maintenance cost (f2) 
and outage cost (f3) as the objective function: 

1 2 3min f f f f= + +                                                           (16) 
In this paper, installation interval of arrester (np) was viewed as one constraint: 
0 6pn≤ ≤                                                                   (17) 
where np is an integer. If np=0, no arrester is installed on the overhead distribution line. 

3.2.1 Investment cost 
In thunderstorm-resistance planning, the investment cost of power distribution network includes 

installation costs of insulators and arrester as well as equipment maintenance cost except 
conventional construction cost. 

( )( )1 0( , ) 6p j ij b b rf A r n n m n m Sn= + +                                              (18) 
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where Ap(r0,n) is funds recovering coefficient (r0 is capital discount rate and m is depreciation 
year of equipment); S is length of distribution line; l is line span, which is fixed 55m in this paper; 
nj is number of installed insulators; mij is the unit price of the ith insulator; nb is number of installed 
arrester; mb is the unit price of arrester; np is the configuration of arrester: [ ]0,6pn ∈ ; nr is price of 
line per unit length. 

It should be noted that the 10kV overhead line in this paper is 3-phase one-way line and there are 
2insulators in the insulator chain. Arrester is installed on all 3-phase line and 3 arrester are divided 
into one group. 
3.2.2 Operating maintenance cost 

After finished line construction, lines, insulators and arrester shall be maintained regularly. 
Therefore, operating maintenance cost covers operation cost and maintenance cost of equipments. 
The operating maintenance cost of overhead distribution line could be expressed as: 

2 1 2 36c j c b cf Sm n m n m= + +                                                       (22) 
where mc1 is annual maintenance cost per unit length of distribution lines; mc2 is annual 

maintenance cost of every insulator; and mc3 is annual maintenance cost of every group of arrester. 
3.2.3 Outage cost 

Outage cost includes power failure cost caused by thunderstorm and other weather conditions. 

3 ( )
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i
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=

=∑                                                             (23) 

where U(l+n)i is the mean outage time of failure load point i of power distribution network 
element under thunderstorm and normal weather conditions; pi is load carried by the load point i; 
and mi is outage cost per kWh of the load point. 

4. Solving algorithm of thunderstorm-resistance planning model of overhead distribution 
line 

Genetic algorithm (GA)[17][18] has characteristics of robustness, easy-to-operation and implicit 
parallel processing. It selects the superior ad eliminates the inferior based on individual 
reproduction, crossover and mutation during population evolution, thus approaching to the optimal 
solution gradually. The optimization process of GA is mainly realized through individual selection, 
crossover and mutation operators. 
4.1 Chromosome codification 

Four types of insulators were considered in this paper. Arrester distribution mode is shown in 
Table 1, including 7 types. Therefore, insulator type could be expressed by 2-bit binary number and 
arrester distribution mode could be represented by 3-bit binary number (Fig.2). 

β1 β2 β3α1 α2  
Fig.2 Chromosome codification of this paper 

4.2 Fitness function 
The objective function in this paper is the minimum life cycle cost of the distribution network. 

Then, the fitness function can be set as: 
max( ) ( )fitness x f f x= −                                                      （24） 

where fmax is the maximum objective function in every generation and f(x) is the life cycle cost of 
the distribution network corresponding to chromosome x. Therefore, individual have higher fitness 
value is more probably to be retained. 
4.3 Genetic operators 

(1) Selection operator 
Set the population size as n and fitness of the individual i in the population as fi. Then, the 

probability of i to be chosen can be expressed as the proportion of its fitness in the total fitness of all 
individuals: 
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(2) Crossover and mutation operators 
The calculation formula of self-adaptive crossover operator is: 

( )max max mincg c c cP P P Pω= − −                                                  （26） 
where Pcg is the crossover rate of the gth generation; Pcmax is the upper limit of a given crossover 

rate; Pcmin is the lower limit of a given crossover rate; and ω is fitness coefficient, which could be 
calculated from: 

1
max

g

r
r g

D
D

ω

≤ ≤

=                                                               （27） 

where Dr is the standard deviation of fitness of the rth chromosome. 
The calculation formula of self-adaptive mutation rate is: 

( )max max minmg m m mP P P Pω= − −                                                 （28） 
where Pmg is the mutation rate of the gth generation; Pmmax and Pmmin are the upper and lower 

limit of a given mutation rate. 

5. Algorithm flowchart 

Start

Set initial parameters

Generate initial population randomly

Decode and calculate initial objective function

Evaluate fitness value

Select, crossover and mutate

Calculate the objective function

Meet iteration end 
condition

Output the optimal planning result

End

Y

b

 
Fig.3 Algorithm flowchart of insulators and surge arrester layout optimization on medium voltage 

overhead distribution line  
The planning optimization process of overhead distribution line considering thunderstorm 

disaster is shown in Fig.3. Steps are introduced as follows: 
Step1: Set input parameters: population size, upper and lower limits of crossover rate and 

mutation rate, selection rate, iterations. 
Step2: Generate the initial population randomly. 
Step3: Decode chromosome and calculate objective function of the initial population. 
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Step4: Calculate fitness value of individuals. 
Step5: Select, crossover and mutate chromosome. 
Step6: Calculate the objective function of the new individual. 
Step7: Judge whether meets the iteration end condition. If yes, output the optimization result; 

otherwise, turn to Step4. 

6. Case study 
Thunderstorm-resistance planning of feeder F2 and feeder F4 in the RBTS-BUS2 was 

implemented using the GA in Chapter 3. The ground elevations of feeder F2 and feeder F4 are 0° 
and 45°, respectively. This system has a total of 9 load points, with an average load of 5.54MW. The 
system structure is shown in Fig.4.8. Reliability parameters and electric parameters are introduced 
in Reference [19]. 
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Fig.4Feeder F2 and feeder F4 of RBTS-BUS2 test system 

Prices of different insulators are exhibited in Table 2. 
Tab.2 Price of different insulators 

Type of insulator Price (RMB/pc) 
Pin insulator 20 

Composite insulator 40 
Porcelain-arm insulator 50 

Glass insulator 30 
Additionally, the price of arrester is 150RMB. According to Reference [20], maintenance cost 

per 1km is 2,000RMB/year and operating cost per 1km is 2,000 RMB/year. The planning cycle is 
15 years. The average price of element per unit length of line is 500RMB and outage cost per unit is 
4RMB, with a discount rate of 10%. 
6.1 Probability distribution analysis of annual thunderstorm characteristic parameters 

In this part, inter-annual distribution characteristics of lightning days were analyzed based on the 
daily observed data of thunderstorms in Danzhou, Hainan form 1953-2012[21][22]. 

 
Fig.5 Inter-annual variation of lightning days in Danzhou Hainan 

The probability distribution of lightning days in Danzhou could be known through empirical 
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distribution estimation (Fig.6). 

 
Fig.6 Probability density distribution of thunderstorm 

The probability density distribution function of lightning current amplitude is shown in Fig.7. 

 
Fig.7 Probability density distribution of lightning current amplitude 

6.2 Optimization thunderstorm-resistance planning of overhead distribution line 
6.2.1 Optimization results 

RBTS-BUS2 system was optimized to resist thunderstorm according to the proposed method in 
Chapter 4. Optimization results are presented in Table 3. 

Tab.3 Optimal plan of insulator and installation interval of arrester on overhead distribution lines 
Type of insulator Installation interval of 

arrester LCC（10,000RMB） 

Pin insulator Arrester is installed on all 
towers 45.776 

According to Table 3, the minimum life cycle of power distribution network is achieved by using 
pin insulator and installing arrester on all towers. It can be seen from Table 1 that smaller 
installation interval of arrester causes fewer inductive lightning faults of overhead distribution lines 
and smaller outage cost, thus enabling the power distribution system to reach balanced reliability 
and economical efficiency. Therefore, installing arrester on overhead distribution lines has higher 
cost performance than increasing insulation level of lines. 

At present, pin insulator and one group of arrester at the end of the overhead distribution line is 
the universal design scheme of power distribution network[70]. Table 4 is the cost comparison 
between conventional planning and the proposed planning. 
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Tab.5 Comparison of plan schemes 
Item Pin insulator but no 

arrester 
Pin insulator and 

arrester on all lines 
Investment cost  
(10,000 RMB) 23.398 23.585 

Operating maintenance cost 
(10,000 RMB) 1.245 1.247 

Outage cost (10,000 RMB) 24.744 20.935 
LCC uniform annual 
value(10,000 RMB) 49.388 45.776 

Compared to the planning using pin insulator but no arrester, the planning using pin insulator and 
arrester on all lines has poorer economical efficiency, but its outage cost reduces by 38,090RMB. 
The power distribution network considering both economical efficiency and reliability has lower 
LCC. 
6.2.2 Analysis of influencing factors 

Economical parameters that influence LCC of power distribution network include discount rate 
and unit outage cost. With the change of electricity market, economical parameters will change 
accordingly. 

(1) Effect of discount rate 
Tab.6 Effect of discount rate on distribution system planning 

Discount rate Type of 
insulator Installation interval of arrester 

LCC
（10,000 
RMB） 

8% Pin insulator Arrester is installed on all towers. 43.149 
9% Pin insulator Arrester is installed on all towers. 44.446 

10% Pin insulator Arrester is installed on all towers. 45.776 
11% Pin insulator Arrester is installed on all towers. 47.138 
12% Pin insulator Arrester is installed on all towers. 48.507 

It can be seen from Table 6 that insulator uses pin type and arrester is installed on all towers no 
matter what the discount rate is. With the increase of discount rate, LCC uniform annual value of 
the distribution system increases slightly. 

(2) Effect of unit outage cost 
Tab.7 Effect of outage cost on distribution system planning  

Outage 
cost 

(RMB) 
Type of insulator Installation interval of arrester LCC(10,00

0 RMB) 

2 Glass insulator One arrester every three spans. 35.270 
4 Pin insulator Arrester is installed on all towers. 45.776 
6 Pin insulator Arrester is installed on all towers. 56.238 
8 Glass insulator Arrester is installed on all towers. 66.711 
10 Composite insulator Arrester is installed on all towers. 77.181 

It can be known from Table 7 that when outage cost is less than 2 RMB, distribution system 
planning of glass insulator and one arrester every three spans achieves the lowest LCC. When 
outage cost is higher than 2 RMB, the distribution system planning of pin insulator and arrester on 
all towers has the lowest LCC. With the increase of unit outage cost, the distribution system 
requires higher thunderstorm resistance capability. When the unit outage cost increases to 10 RMB, 
the minimum LCC is achieved by the distribution system planning of composite insulator and 
arrester on all towers. In other words, with the increase of unit outage cost, the total outage cost of 
the distribution system will increase significantly. To ensure the minimum outage cost, insulator 
with high insulating strength and arrester on all towers are needed. 

7. Conclusions 
This paper proposes a thunderstorm-resistance planning model of overhead distribution lines. It 
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takes type of insulator and installation interval of arrester as the decision variables, and considers 
both reliability and economical efficiency. Combined with historical data, probability distribution 
models of lightning days and lightning current amplitude are established. By analyzing principle of 
lightning trip-out of lines, a long-term reliable model of overhead distribution line considering 
thunderstorm disaster is built. It enlists outage cost caused by lightning faults into the LCC of 
distribution system and gets the optimal thunderstorm-resistance planning through genetic 
algorithm by taking type of insulator and installation interval of arrester as decision variables. 

The case study demonstrates that the proposed planning model could provide the optimal type of 
insulator and the optimal installation interval of arrester to distribution systems in different regions 
with different thunderstorm intensity. It has practical engineering significance to distribution system 
planning in regions with frequent thunderstorms. 
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